
Connect with Wendy for Your Conference, Convention, Summit or Expo

What she (Wendy) really
does is create magic in
people’s lives by
removing their obstacles
to truly connecting with
others.
 
-Michelle Hlywa, 
SA Partners

Wendy C Caverly
A new and strategic view of

intentional connecting.
www.wendycaverly.com

wc@crusadersnetworking.com
810-348-0820

Speaking Topics
The Prepared Only Look Lucky:
How to Plan, Create, Grow and Maintain for Success
The successful people we admire aren’t lucky, they’re prepared. Goals clearly in sight, effortless pivoting when
challenges appear, consistent, and the go-to expert in their field. How do they do it? Because it’s a skill and can be
learned, perfected, and leveraged by everyone. 

Overcome pitfalls and manage frustrations with proper planning. 
Establish relevant connections designed for both the short-term outcome and long term benefits. 
Measure the R.O.I. of those you are connected to and their benefits to your professional network. 

Takeaways include:

Shatter pre-determined outcomes to uncover multiple benefits in each prospect. 
Eliminate stress caused by unexpected obstacles by turning a potential crisis into an
inconvenience. 
Reduce the time spent prospecting and cold calling, get to the decision maker faster.

Takeaways:

@wendycaverly8108 in/wendy-c-caverly/ @crusadersnetworkingllc

The Power to Choose:
Growing Success Through Strategic Connections
CEOs of a global corporations aren't the only ones who can have a boardroom of experts
surrounding them. Create your own boardroom of professionals who will provide
guidance, resources, sound boarding and support to you while growing your success.

Stop Setting Your Business on Fire: 
Learn to prepare, not need to repair 

Identifying the roles people play in your center of influence.
Shine in front of new audiences by deliberately partnering with professionals outside your industry.
Quite the critics. Remove the noise and focus on effective resources.

Takeaways:

Future proof your business and recover faster from challenges by building elite
professional communities with You at the center.



If you hear a loud noise in Michigan it's just
me squealing my thanks all the way from
NC! Today was a buffet of goodness with
Wendy Caverly!!
I am loud with excitement in getting the
opportunity to chat with her!

    She gets on a level what few I've
experienced do, networking as we know it is
a lost game, one that people have played
for years. To me listening to her is as if she
hopped on a stage and is holding a banner
that says, "Stop the Networking Madness!" 
She gets guiding people to be able to do
this for themselves. 

-Miche Rayment
Founder and CEO of The Hire Effect

Wendy really knows how to push you to get
the most out of yourself and turbocharges
your effectiveness.  

I could not recommend her highly enough!

-Nathan Orange,
Real Estate Investor, Alpha Investments Syndications

LLC

what others are saying...

As seen on and other media:

Wendy Caverly provides a new, strategic view of
intentional connecting for business success. She
speaks on why connection is important for long-
term value and short term benefit, along with the
skills used to enhance the sales and marketing
processes. Often delivering her unique view with
humor and encouragement. Knowing both introvert
and extrovert can adopt this view and make it their
own.

Clearly defining the four common goals needed to
succeed: establishing/maintaining connections.
Spotting new opportunities. Attracting collaboration
partners and mentors. Building measurable action
plans to stay on track while managing frustrations.
A high view of these goals referred to as; 
The Landscapes.

With 20+ years of entrepreneurial and networking
experience, including political campaigns, direct
sales, small business operator, account manager
and meeting facilitator, it’s not what you know, but
who you know and Wendy provides how-to find,
connect and build relationships with the Who. 

wendycaverly.com

About Wendy:

*Contact directly for rates

'If you don't have a strategy, you are part of someone else's strategy' -Alvin Toffler
'Ditto.' - Wendy Caverly, Strategic Coach and Speaker.

Book Wendy for 
your events today

Offerings:

Talk
Break out session
Workshop
Round table or panel discussion

Each topic can be adopted and presented as a: 

All presentations* include motivation, inspiration and
tangible take-aways. Break out sessions, workshops
and round tables will include additional print
resources for attendee.

Topics can be customized to add value based on
industry or organization.


